Composition
My native place
It was written by:
Zatsepina Svetlana the pupil of the 6th form

Simonova Irina the pupil of the 7th form
Yaschina M.E. the teacher of English

Яшина Маргарита Эдуардовна, учитель английского языка
первой категории. Образование: Воронежский государственный
педагогический университет. Место работы и должность:
МКОУ «Углянская СОШ» Воронежской области, учитель
английского языка.
Педагогической задачей для себя считаю формирование у детей
интереса к урокам иностранного языка и поддержание этого
интереса у учащихся в течение всего периода обучения.
Проблема, над которой я работаю в течение нескольких лет
«Формирование творческой личности».
Для успешной реализации программных требований использую
различные педагогические технологии и современные
технические средства обучения: уроки с использованием
мультимедийного проектора, интегрированные уроки, урокипутешествия, уроки - квн, уроки-викторины, инсценируем
сказки.На своих уроках широко использую игровые технологии
и занимательные материалы. Стараемся с детьми принимать
участие в конкурсах разного уровня. Данную работу вместе со
мной готовили: Зацепина Светлана, ученица 6 класса и
Симонова Ирина, ученица 7 класса.

Every person has his own motherland.It
is the place, where he was born and
where he lives. Our native place is
Uglyanets. Some people think it
doesn't matter much what place to
live in. But we don't understand
them. We don't want to live
anywhere else but in Uglyanets. We
think that there's no place like home.
The Voronezh area is rich in beautiful
places, the picturesque nature and
also villages with interesting history
and a lot of sights. In the Voronezh
area there is a remarkable corner of
the nature where pine wood grows
and the river Usmanka flows. In this
corner there is our native village
Uglyanets. We invite you to visit our
settlement. To learn a little about its
history and to admire the beauty of
our nature.
It is situated in the south-west of
Verkhnyaya Khava district.
Uglyanets was founded in 1617.
The first name of our village was
Telegino. Its name has occurred
because near its burned down coal
for ship shipyard by order of Peter
the Great.

The geographical position of
Uglyanets is very successful.
Evidently that the first people
have settled for a long time. The
village is situated on the high hill.
The Usmanka flows. It was
famous a high water and fish but
now it becomes shallow strongly.
The Usmanskii pine forest
blackens in the north. People
gathered mushrooms, berries, fire
wood for heating. The forest was
sold. There were a lot of gardens.
Antonovka was the best variety.
These apple-trees were
preserved. And we get in the
harvest nowadays.
Two landowners lived in Uglyanets.
Their names were Sychyov and
Kryzhov. A lot of famous writers,
painters visited Kryzhov, because
he was a head of Voronezh.

Vladimir Alexandrovich
Korablinov
The main writer Vladimir Korablinov
was born in Uglyanets. His father was
a priest. Volodya started to read when
he was 5. The boy liked to read.
Vladimir began to write when he was
the young man. In his stories he
described Uglyanets. He wrote about
natural resources. His famous book is
«The Deer is the gold antlers».



When the railway
station was built from
Moscow to Postov the
life in Uglyanets has
changed. A lot of men
went to work at the
railway station. The
profession of
railwayman is a very
famous job nowadays.





The main sight is a
sanatorium. It is a health
centre. It was founded
in 1946 by Dmitrii
Alekseevich Ostrovskii.
He was a brother of
Nikolai Ostrovskii.
The sanatorium is
situated among the oak
forest. Paths, aromatic
of grasses and meadows
are pleasant for eyes.

With operning the mineral
spring the sanatorium
becomes popular. People
went here from different
parts of our large country.
What a pity that the
sanatorium is closed now.
Our place is a country of
forests and lakes. The
forest is rich in many
plants and animals. Every
season you can see a
funny squirrel and a
curious hear.



We have two schools.
This is an old school.
Pupils spend 9 years
here.



Our school is new. It
was built in 1971. It has
3 floors. The classrooms
are cosy and light. They
have got modern
equipment. Our school
has 24 rooms and about
400 students.

There are a lot of
monuments but the
main monument
where war heroes lie.
The people of our
village had to fight
against the fascists.
Every year on the 9th
of May people bring
flowers to the
monuments. War
veterans tell young
people how they
fought during the war
to defend their
country.

Now Uglyanets is a modern village. The new
houses, shops are being built. The old
buildings are being repaired.
 We like our village. It's our small motherland.
If we leave its, We'll miss very much.
 We are proud of our small motherland for its
fields, rivers, forests, people.


